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1. Introduction 

The Connections Customer Steering Group met for the second time on 4
th
 March at WPD’s Gloucester 

office.  Members of the Steering Group represented a number of different types of organisation; they can be 
broken down under 5 headings: Independent Distribution Network Operator / Independent Connection 
Provider (IDNO/ICP), Distributed Generation (DG) Consultant, Local Authority (LA)/Public Lighting, Utility 
Provider and Connection Consultant (CC). 
 
There were six presentations given during the day.  The first presentation, RIIO ED1 Fast Track Decision 
was given by Robert Symons, WPD’s Chief Executive. 
   
Each of the remaining four presentations were split into two sections, a presentation from a WPD 
representative followed by a round table discussion. 
 
The questions raised and key themes are addressed in each of the individual sections below.  
 
This report is based on the notes taken by our own scribes at the workshops and we have endeavoured to 
faithfully record all of the comments made. Where possible, we have used verbatim comments.  
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2. RIIO ED1 Fast Track Decision 

Robert Symons, WPD’s Chief Executive outlined to the CCSG the Business Plan submission process 
undertaken by WPD.  He spoke about Stakeholder Engagement being at the heart of WPD’s business 
planning.  This is demonstrated by the level of and type of engagement that has taken place.   
WPD published the draft plan in full and consulted on every output.   
 
Following stakeholder feedback substantial changes were made: 
 

 Commenced working to the 12 hour standard in 2013 

 Voluntarily doubled Guaranteed Standards failure payments 

 Accelerated resilience tree trimming programme 

 Increased the number of substations protected from flooding 

 Improved time to connect target for all new connections 

 Increased target for complaints resolved within one day 
 
WPD is the only DNO that has: 

 Undertaken uninterrupted stakeholder engagement DPCR4/5 

 Communicated plan progress every year to all customers 

 Communicated each year via TV and newspaper advertising explaining who WPD are and what 
they do. 

 
 
Headlines from the Business Plan 
 

 
WPD will: 
 

 Invest £6.3 billion in core distribution business activities 

 Deliver 76 outputs including voluntary commitments in every category 

 Maintain our number 1 position with respect to customer service and network 
reliability, whilst improving service even further 

 Provide value for money by delivering £119m per annum savings as a result of 
acquiring the Midlands networks 

 Continue to be at the frontier of efficiency by delivering a further £260m savings over 
8 years 

 Reduce customer bills – WPD’s charges will reduce by an average of 11% (before 
inflation) 
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3. CONNECTIONS UPDATE 

3.1. Stakeholder Engagement Workshops 

A WPD representative spoke about four key areas: 
 

 Recent WPD workshops 

 Ofgem ICE incentive 

 Recent Performance figures 

 Update on the Competition Test 
 
WPD stakeholder workshop activity: 
 

 6 workshops were held at: Leicester, Birmingham, Exeter, Newport, Bristol and Cheltenham 

 205 stakeholders attended 
 
Key objectives were to: 
 

 Confirm the key aspects of WPD’s final RIIO-ED1 Business Plan 

 Explain the fast-track recommendation 

 Identify which outputs stakeholders would like WPD to deliver early 
 
 

Connections Surgeries 
 
Key improvement actions identified were: 

 

 Add ‘community energy’ as a customer connections segment and invite a representative to join 
WPD’s Connections Customer Steering Group 

 Add customer connections surgeries to the connections improvement work-plan 

 Consult on the management of the Distributed Generation queue 

 Provide clarification on various aspects of connection policy and clearer connections offer letters 
(policy on single vs dual supplies to a single site and policy on commercial credit for transformer 
replacements) 

 An IDNO representative asked ‘what is community energy?’ 

 A Community representative answered.  They explained that a lot of community groups have got 
together to look at how they can generate energy in their communities for the benefit of the 
community.  They range in size and scale and are not necessarily green groups or 
environmental groups, they could just be interested local citizens.  Examples include: Bath & 
West Community Energy group are partnered with Bath and North East Somerset Council to put 
PV on Council-owned buildings such as schools, Plymouth Community Co-Operative are 
installing solar panels and have launched a share offer.  They are not for profit as profits go back 
into the community.  There are currently 180 community energy groups in the South West region 
alone.  DECC recently published a Community Energy Strategy: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-energy-strategy.  They want to develop 
the sector and see Community Energy generating at a local level.   

 A WPD representative commented that it was noticeable at the workshops that communities 
were not familiar with the process for doing these schemes and needed help as most were 
different.  WPD will publish a response to the workshops and had noted 30 specific actions to 
take on as a result. Stakeholders wanted engagement to be enduring. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-energy-strategy
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3.2. Incentive on Connections Engagement (ICE) Update 

 A new incentive commencing April 2015 aimed at improving service for larger connections 
customers 

 The incentive will give connections customers input into a DNO’s high level connection strategy 
and work plan of activities 

 WPD are starting this process in advance of April 2015 and see it as a key focus of this group 
where they will road test it   

 WPD intend to go to Ofgem with a plan of improvements for the next year in April 2015, based 
on the work undertaken between now and April 2015, which should have been discussed and 
agreed with stakeholders 

 In June 2016 WPD will be able to do a report reflected back on what has been achieved against 
what they had said they would do  

 Ofgem will undertake consultation activities twice a year throughout the period in which they 
would seek stakeholders’ views 

 An IDNO representative asked whether all DNOs will be doing this at the same time.  It was 
confirmed that this is likely to be the case but WPD are implementing this early with the CCSG 
and workplan. Ofgem are trialling ICE this year.  An IDNO representative raised a concern about 
it being done this way as all consultations would come in at once and would be difficult to 
manage to respond to all. 

 A DG (Community Groups) representative asked what the balance between DG and demand is 
when putting together the plan: would one side dominate?  A WPD representative said that there 
is no difference when it comes to putting the plan together and they would apply the same 
weight and service to both.  It was noted that as part of the forecasting there is a predicted 
increase in the volume of DG connections but it was difficult to forecast.  Taken from the DECC 
target whatever was forecast won’t be right.  The Low Carbon agenda shows that you can deal 
with a volume different from what was forecast but all customers would get equal treatment 

 A DG (Community Groups) representative asked whether the DG Forum would continue.  A 
WPD representative confirmed the next forum is in October and that ideas and actions arising 
will be replicated at forums for all customer segments and will form part of the CCSG workplan. 

 A WPD representative said that there was a potential penalty of 0.9% of revenue in RIIO-ED1 if 
the requirements were not met 

 An IDNO/ICP representative asked whether the ICE submission will be based on the four licence 
areas.  A WPD representative confirmed that the submission is based on those areas in each 
licence where WPD have not passed the competition test and met the minimum criteria.  They 
could be penalised if they did not meet the standard in just one area. 

 An IDNO/ICP asked whether WPD would be making eight submissions.  A WPD representative 
confirmed discussions were taking place with Ofgem regarding this and hoped to persuade them 
this would not be necessary.  As things stand WPD could need to submit one plan per licence 
area per segment, which would mean WPD would need to complete 36 submissions.  It would 
be logical to have one plan to cover all segments. UPDATE: Ofgem have since provided 
guidance that a DNO may submit a single plan to cover each licence area and segments. It will 
be up to the DNO to ensure that if it submits a single plan that it clearly identifies how the plan 
relates to each licence area and segments. 

 A major connections customer representative said the process seemed cumbersome and there 
had not been a lot of engagement 

 A Connections Consultant representative asked if it only applied if WPD had passed the 
competition test 
A WPD representative said that they would work across all segments. The penalty will however 
only apply to segments for which the DNO has not passed the competition Test and been able to 
earn an unregulated margin.  
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 A DG (Community Groups) representative asked what the definition of ‘larger’ was for the 
purpose of ICE.   

Definition of what is included under the ICE criteria: 

 
Summary of Relevant Market Segments 

Metered 
Demand 
Connections 

Low Voltage (LV) Work: LV connection activities involving only LV work, other than 
in respect of the Excluded Market Segments. 

High Voltage (HV) Work: LV or HV connection activities involving HV work 
(including where that work is required in respect of connection activities within an 
Excluded Market Segment). 

HV and Extra High Voltage (EHV) Work: LV or HV connection activities involving 
EHV work. 

EHV work and above: extra high voltage and 132kV connection activities. 

Metered 
Distributed 
Generation 
(DG) 

LV work: low voltage connection activities involving only low voltage work. 

HV and EHV work: any connection activities involving work at HV or above. 

Unmetered 
Connections 

Local Authority (LA) work: new connection activities in respect of LA premises. 

Private finance initiatives (PFI) Work: new connection activities under PFIs. 

Other work: all other non-LA and non-PFI unmetered connections work. 

 
Summary of Excluded Market Segments. 

 
Metered 
Demand 
Connections 

Single LV work - Single LV single phase service connection. 

Small LV projects 2-4 LV single phase domestic services or for connections to 1-4 
LV single phase domestic premises involving an extension to the LV network or a 
single two or three phase whole current metered connection (not requiring an 
extension to LV network). 

 
 

 A Connections Consultant asked if all of the revenue is at risk or is it just relevant to that market 
area.  A WPD representative confirmed it is 0.9% of total revenue for WPD 

 

3.3. Connections Customer Service Update 

 A WPD representative outlined the performance information relating to overall service and 
particularly connections.  The survey is undertaken by Accent on behalf of Ofgem and they 
survey 12,000 customers per year. 

 The four WPD licence areas are top in both the overall combined and the connections specific 
survey.  Scores are marked out of 10 and are a real driver for performance 

 Whilst WPD are pleased to be in the top four positions they will not be complacent about this.  
There is always the opportunity to learn and develop.  Specific areas WPD are focusing on 
where they need to improve include: How clearly the process was explained; How clearly the 
charges were explained and Promptness of contact to arrange date. 

 A Local Authority representative commented on the difference between the WPD licence areas.  
WPD acknowledged that the East and West Midlands licence areas had only been part of WPD 
since 2011 and that much was being done to drive forward the rate of improvement.  However, 
both areas had improved and areas were very competitive  

 A Local Authority representative said they didn’t think WPD could have done worse than the old 
Central Networks and things had improved. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said they had been surveyed a lot for connections but have never 
been surveyed for faults.  For them as a business that has the opportunity to impact a far greater 
number of people as for a fault they are counted as one customer but could affect several 
hundred people 

 A WPD representative commented that the pool of people that could be contacted for 
interruptions would be far bigger than connections so they were less likely to be picked.    Every 
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customer was of equal weight, so for faults was more difficult for faults as it could apply to site 
with multiple customers such as IDNOs or universities for example, which are only seen as one 
connection point. 

 A major connections customer said it was discussed at the Ofgem group as there is no way 
currently to distinguish and that perhaps it might be worthwhile considering a split between 
domestic and commercial customers. 

 

3.4. Competition Test 

 WPD applied for DG HV EHV market segment for each of their four licence areas. 

 WPD passed in the South West distribution service area.  Ofgem stated “significant activity by 
alternative providers” as a key reason and were on balance “satisfied that WPD’s prices in the 
South West distribution service area would be constrained effectively by competition, and that all 
customers in this [market segment] would be protected by competition in the absence of price 
regulation.” 

 WPD passed 12 of 36 segments at the first attempt.  A WPD representative explained that a key 
factor was that they had not lost enough market share, although this was not in their gift.   

 WPD resubmitted for four further licence areas in DG segments.  They passed in the South 
West region but not in the other three areas. Ofgem were not convinced they had lost enough 
market share or that the market was large enough to lift price regulation and pass these 
segments. 

 A DG developer asked how you measure competition through market share or number of 
connections through CIC.  A WPD representative said a number of different factors are taken 
into account including: 

 Connections completed 

 Quotations sent out and acceptance of the quotations 

 The volume of all works for end-to-end schemes by WPD compared to CiC schemes 

 The capacity of connections and non -contestable charges on all schemes 

 A DG Developer said each DNO has its own view of how to measure market share the way it 
sees.  It was hard to get competitive connections in UKPN areas.  It was an anomaly as it 
measured the way it sees it, not how Ofgem does.  This means you are not necessarily 
comparing like with like.  A WPD representative said it is up to the DNO to measure it and 
provide the evidence to Ofgem.  Each year WPD submits quote-by-quote and completed 
connections information to the regulator. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said that when they asked the question to another DNO they didn’t 
get a detailed answer as they did not appear to understand the question.  An IDNO/ICP 
representative said WPD’s range of figures were understandable and gave a better view of 
competition in the market.  

 

3.5. CCSG Timetable  

 The next two proposed meeting dates are 24th June and 14th October 2014. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative asked if it would be possible to have RIIO / business plan workshop 
dates as soon as possible.  A WPD representative said it was likely to be February and that 
WPD would outline the engagement timetable for the next year at the event in June. [Action] 
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4. CCSG Work Plan 2014 

 Following areas will be discussed: Information and application, Quotations and agreements and 
Construction and Connection.  For each of the areas the following questions should be 
considered: 

 Have WPD captured your key priorities in terms of the issues? 

 Do the proposed initiatives adequately address the issues? 

 Are there any initiatives you would like to see which have not been included? 

 Are the timescales correct? 
 

4.1. Information and Application 

Issue: Improve online application functionality 
 
WPD initiative: Implement staged CIRT functionality for all connections enquiries/customers i.e 
non CIC applications 
 
• A WPD representative said WPD were asked to extend CIRT to track the progress of a job so 

that it isn’t just ICPs and IDNOs that can use the system but it should apply to all connection 
enquiries, including the smaller ones.  Is this the right thing to do? Should it be for all types of 
connection enquiry?  Would you want to be sent information however you apply for it, or track it 
if online? 

 

 A Local Authority representative commented that it would be particularly of value to Local 
Authority customers on unmetered connections.  Central Networks used to provide something 
similar online in 2007-08 but it didn’t work.  The Local Authority representative wanted 
something that worked in real-time. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative asked how a one-off customer would find the system in the first 
place.  They commented that it would need to be intuitive as this group would not be frequent 
users.  A WPD representative said that testing would need to be done with willing volunteers.  
The group agreed this should be undertaken by someone who had never used the system 
before, not ICPs or heavy users. 

 A Connections Customer representative spoke about a problem when they are looking to 
connect a number of different sites.  The online application system only provides a reference 
number and doesn’t make reference to where the site is, when you are looking. A WPD rep said 
they would look into whether this can be improved. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said on occasions an email has been sent to confirm a letter has 
been posted to them as well. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said that the email coming from CIRT only gave the reference 
number and not the site name or address. A WPD rep said they would look into whether this can 
be improved. 

 A DG Consultant (Community Groups) asked what WPD hoped to have completed by November 
and what could and couldn’t be achieved by that date? 
 

 
Issue: Improve awareness of website services including updates and changes 
 
WPD initiatives: Implement user email alert for website updates and changes and improve 
accessibility of website information and services 
 

 The importance of real time information was stressed by all representatives.  A WPD 
representative said that at the previous meeting a representative had said that they could not go 
round every DNO’s website so email alerts for web changes were important for those who had 
registered. 

 
Issue: Improve availability of network information 
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WPD initiatives: Review network information currently available to customers and assess further 
requirements where necessary and implement access to further network information for 
customers 
 

 A Connections Consultant said that previously when the East and West Midlands regions were 
part of Central Networks, network information used to be provided on disks, but it was taken off 
them and it would be helpful if this was re-instated.  A WPD representative explained the current 
range of ways to access WPD plans included on a disk/memory stick similar to the previous 
Central Networks information. 

 A Local Authority representative said they currently use the ‘Before you dig’ service’ but it would 
be helpful to have the information available in real time.  The reason for wanting the information 
is you need to know where your network is for working out where to put street lighting in a 
particular road.  You could get information in half an hour but it was needed in real time.  A WPD 
representative said they had the ability to look at the wider area. 

 A Local Authority representative said before planning streetlights you needed to look at LV 
services on a plan. 

 A WPD representative said that West Coast Energy want to look at large scale plans but not 
have to pay for an OS licence. 

 A Connections Consultant said he used all DNOs.  Information provided by Scottish Power and 
SSE is good and you don’t need an Ordnance Survey licence.   It would be worthwhile WPD 
speaking to them to find out how they provide the information.  

 A WPD representative explained how WPD provide network information so that it can be 
overlaid on a Google map.  They had trialled this with West Coast Energy.  It showed an 
example of the assets in an area overlaid onto a google map background. 

 A Connections Consultant representative asked how accurate this method was.  A WPD 
representative said that it is quite accurate in the East and West Midlands and also in South 
Wales; potentially it is not so good in the South West because of the map backgrounds. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said that WPD should buy the system used by SSE and SP.  A 
WPD representative said some backgrounds were licence free.  It depends what they are printed 
against 

 An IDNO representative said why reinvent the wheel as you could end up with what you want 

 A Local Authority representative said that local authorities had OS licences but it was a problem 
for those who did not have licences 

 An IDNO representative said he did not have a licence 

 A WPD representative said that they would look at the issue [ACTION] 

 An IDNO/ICP representative asked what the Google map version would look like at a primary 
substation in the centre of a city like Birmingham. 

 A Connections Consultant asked if it was possible to convert the information into a schematic 
diagram.  A WPD representative confirmed it was semi geo-schematic. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative asked if it would show the loading of overhead lines.  Is it available 
for generation to be put on or demand? If you don’t know these things, it’s no use having a line 
there 

 A DG Consultant (Community Groups) representative said larger developers employ someone 
with the expertise to provide that information that a smaller organisation doesn’t have access to. 

 A DG Consultant (Community Groups) confirmed the DG community would like to have access 
to more interactive information on load and capacity.  The representative said that community 
groups are likely to need to be able to speak to someone about what they need to do as such 
information won’t help them - they need it explained. 

 An IDNO/ICP asked do WPD have a squirrel service where a squirrel can be put in for a week to 
give a reading. 

 A Connections Consultant representative asked when it comes to applying for connections can 
you allow for the more knowledgeable customers to apply for one credible option rather than lots 
of speculative ones to reduce the workload. WPD representative explained we have an 
obligation to provided offers to all customers. 

 A Connections Consultant representative spoke about the DNO taskforce looking at feasibility 
studies where a fee of £500 is paid.  In the Scottish Power region this is known as Connections 
Plus. 

 A WPD representative said this is an option being considered in the consultation document 
published on 3

rd
 March. 

 A Connections Consultant representative said that Scottish Power had trialled it but were fed up 
as they received so many applications 
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 A DG Consultant (Community Groups) asked if there was an issue about charging.  A WPD 
representative confirmed you can charge for a feasibility study, you can’t charge for a 
connections application for a formal offer. 

 A DG Developer representative highlighted the need for the human contact.  They had been 
working with a co-operative in the South East who thought that as a result of paying for a 
feasibility study that they had an offer they could accept, and were in the queue, which wasn’t 
the case. 

 A DG Consultant (Community Groups) said the growing community sector needs something 
specific for them. It would be good to create a programme for them to be able to follow to 
prevent misunderstanding from occurring.  A WPD representative asked how it would be 
possible to identify such groups. 

 A DG Consultant (Community Groups) said there is a comprehensive list for the South West 
region and DECC’s Community Energy Strategy had mapped 650 groups across the country but 
it was not a perfect dataset 

 

4.2. Quotations and Agreements  

Issue: Improve information provided in formal offers and consistency 
WPD Initiatives: Assess whether further information could be provided to improve the offer letter, 
in particular the cost breakdown, timescales and milestones.  Implement improvements identified 
 

 A Local Authority representative said some DNOs do better than others when providing 
quotations and the key was the level of information provided both from the Local Authority and 
the DNO.    The Local Authority representative was happy with WPD’s approach. 

 A Connections Consultant representative asked if an offer comes out and they ask for a 
constrained connection in the interim the offer is GSOP standard but nothing is coming out.  
They needed to know when it was coming out.  When looking at the costs of DG payments they 
were changing the methodology and man days were coming through as standard.  WPD need to 
tighten the methodology as they did not believe it took 75-80 days to provide quotes.  

 An IDNO/ICP representative said WPD currently send out a lot of comprehensive information 
about cables, meters and what need to be done: would it be possible to make reference in the 
quotation letter to the information being on the website rather than send all the information out 
every time?  A WPD representative said they would need to check with the legal/contractual 
position. 

 
Issue: Consult on processes regarding interactivity, acceptance validity, payments and 
reservation of capacity 
 
WPD Initiatives: WPD to consult with stakeholders on the approach it takes and implement a 
clear strategy and communicate to stakeholders 
 

 A WPD representative spoke about the six-week consultation that is taking place on approaches 
they take.  They needed to write better rules as there was very little interactivity when the rules 
were written so it was difficult to know what they should be doing 

 A DG Consultant (Community Groups) representative said they had looked through the 
document this morning and the issues within it are quite complicated.  They confirmed they had 
sent it out to their membership.  They said the complexity of the document highlights how difficult 
it is to engage in the process without the required expertise and also money.  They confirmed 
that renewable energy DG is delivered mainly as a result of Government subsidies.  It was noted 
the demand profile is likely to change as different issues arose and this means that DNOs are 
likely to be playing catch up based on the volatility of the sector for the next four years. 

 The importance of on-going dialogue was stressed by all representatives.  It was also noted that 
there may be some stakeholders that require more attention than others. 

 
Issue: Acceptance of e-signatures 
 
WPD Initiative: Implement policy to allow acceptance of electronic signatures for agreements 
 

 A WPD representative said that this initiative was intended to save paperwork. 
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 An IDNO/ICP representative asked if e-signatures would be applicable to all documents.  A 
WPD representative said this would be the case unless there was a variation to the agreement, 
in which case a signature would be required as hard copy in writing. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said under the UKPN process signatures are provided for the main 
overarching document but individual [site specific] agreements are not signed, they are 
appended  

 An IDNO/ICP representative said if there is going to be a move to complete more things 
electronically, which they welcomed; WPD may need to look into the file sizes of emails their 
staff are able to accept as inboxes filled up quickly. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said they were starting to receive Bilateral Connection Agreements 
from planners before receiving design approval and this was causing issues.  A WPD 
representative said they wouldn’t want to issue before approval and asked if it would be possible 
for specific examples to be provided to illustrate this. 

 
Issue: Improving the process of gaining legals and consents 
 
WPD Initiative: Identify and implement improvements to connections legals process to improve 
timescales, consistency and transparency for customers 
 

 A WPD representative said that the policy was framed with flexibility as it needed consistent 
application by the teams who would be having training.  They had received feedback when it had 
not been applied consistently. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative asked if the policy was available.  A WPD representative said he 
was not sure.  An IDNO/ICP representative asked if he could see it. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said that when freehold was incorporated in the document if was 
working well but they had not bottomed it out for leasehold and it would be good to tidy this up.  
A WPD representative said that leases were a nightmare for utilities. 

 A Connections Consultant representative asked if they should speak to lawyers where leases 
were concerned.  They might not agree with what you had agreed with your officer.  There was 
no attempt to reflect the site in the draft documents.  If the documents reflected what was agreed 
it would save work and speed the process. 

 A Connections Consultant representative emphasised the importance of the role of the lawyer, 
who worked for WPD and did not need to liaise with the customer but they should not cause a 
delay to the process.  Their job was to complete the legal process and the initial draft should 
reflect the commercial terms: if there was a break clause it should be included. They suggested 
planners should be reminded they still own the issue even if it has been referred to the lawyers. 

 A Connections Consultant representative thanked a WPD representative for taking forward their 
points relating to this issue that had been raised at the last meeting. 

 
Issue: Extension of contestability – self assessment of POC 
 
WPD Initiative: Trial and implement process to allow self assessment of POC for ICPs 
 

 A WPD representative said that some DNOs were doing this.  They had designed the initial 
process and were trying to achieve the right balance, not have a free for all.  They were looking 
for help to test the process. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said that this was an area they wanted to develop.  They needed 
the data and records to support it.  A WPD representative acknowledged that sometimes 
systems designed for internal use are hard to share externally. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative stressed the importance of getting this right.  If it doesn’t work it 
becomes an issue for their organisation and ones like them commercially. 

 A Local Authority representative spoke about an associated issue they are facing regarding 
access to a mains joint for work to be undertaken.  The representative was concerned this could 
mean the clock needs to be restarted and this would cause a delay.  They wanted WPD to give 
a permit to work on the mains so they could get an application in to work a week in advance to 
do the mains joint.  Was there any way round this?  A WPD representative spoke about this 
situation being classified as high priority works to obtain consent to connect.  This means the 
work could be done that day or the following day if the application was outside of the normal 
weekly process and could be requested out of normal working hours. 

 A Utility Provider representative said they had put through applications as high priority and this 
procedure worked well.  A WPD representative said it was not intended to apply to high volumes 
of work. 
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Issue: Extension of contestability – connection reinforcement 
WPD Initiative: Develop trial and procedures to facilitate ICPs carrying out connections 
reinforcement  
 

 A WPD representative said had been discussed nationally to see if they could make progress.  
They confirmed they are in touch with Ofgem to see if there is a way forward to get the trial up 
and running. 

 An IDNO/ICP rep confirmed that these discussions had stalled at a national level. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative asked about reinforcement further up the network where there had 
been a voltage drop at the point of connection.  If the POC is being looked at shouldn’t the whole 
network be considered to see if it can bear the additional connection points.  This is a situation 
that would affect existing customers.  Could the work be made non contestable.   

 A WPD representative said the main barrier has been the allocation of the cost/price transfer to 
ICP/IDNOs and the calculation of the overheads to apply to the works. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative asked about the issue of the second comer rule.  They could not 
charge back if an ICP supplies the line.  A WPD representative said that WPD had no objections 
to this but it was not in the DNO’s gift to do anything about that.  A Connections Consultant 
continued by saying this issue had been raised with Ofgem who said it was for DECC to resolve 
and when raised with DECC they said it was for Ofgem to resolve.  There is now to be a meeting 
with DECC, Ofgem and the Solar Trade Association to resolve the issue. A WPD representative 
said it was a legislative issue and might need secondary legislation.   

 
 

4.3. Construction and Connections 

Issue: Improve communication in unmetered connections 
 
WPD Initiatives: Implement process to notify LAs of programmed dates for UMS connection 
works (potentially via online application system) and investigate ability to notify UM customers of 
planned outages 
 

 A WPD representative confirmed that the information will be made available online by November 
2014 but notifying UM customers of planned outages was more difficult as it meant trying to 
identify when substations were off.  They were looking into this. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative said Northern Power Grid have a list of any unmetered supply 
customers in a database, such as pumping stations, and if there are any shut downs an email 
goes out to the database saying that customers might be affected.  Whilst this could be seen as 
overkill as it goes to everyone the information is generally quite good.  A WPD representative 
said that they do something similar with suppliers who are notified of all shutdowns but it is done 
by postcode to prevent people from being sent information relating to issues miles away. 

 A Utility Provider representative confirmed Northern Power Grid do this for metered supply 
outages as well but it is a nightmare. 

 A Local Authority representative explained how this can sometimes be difficult for a local 
authority as they don’t tend to have one postcode covering all of the areas they are responsible 
for; an example of this is for outages that would affect street lighting.  Although it was noted that 
Local Authorities don’t tend to get phone calls when street lights go out as it normally means the 
whole electricity supply has gone down. 

 
Issue: Expand service for IDNO network emergency support 
 
WPD Initiative: Rollout ability to support IDNO networks for fault repair service across WPD 
regions 
 

 A WPD representative noted this is not currently available in the East and West Midlands but 
they were looking to put it in. 

 A Local Authority representative said they had had a meeting with an NPG representative in 
Wakefield and DNOs would support this. A WPD representative said this was done in Wales and 
the West. 

 
Issue: Improve consistency of process 
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WPD Initiative: Implement training and briefings to improve consistency across teams 
 

 A WPD representative said the company was looking to standardise documentation and provide 
further training as there wee different ways of doing things.  However, they wanted to retain 
some flexibility, as Cornwall was different from Gloucester, for example.   

 A Connections Consultant representative said the most important thing when it comes to 
consistency is customer service. 

 A WPD representative said they want to provide exceptional customer service everywhere. 
 
Issue: Improve and consolidate inspection and monitoring processes 
 
WPD Initiative: Consult on and develop integrated I&C process 
  
 

 A WPD representative said they want to make the ICP inspection process more transparent.  A 
database would enable people to know what inspections are being done instead of pay as you 
go.  People would pay up front which would improve the process.  

 An IDNO/ICP representative said there should be more sharing of information between 
ICPs/DNOs/IDNOs on inspection and monitoring.  This would help the market overall.  If we 
don’t get the market right then everyone suffers.  They wanted to see more openness and 
honesty from actions, audits and non-conformances and how they are closed down. 

 A WPD representative said they would provide an update at the next workshop and in October 
explain what had been delivered and what would be done next year.  They would like more 
guidance from CCSG representatives. 

 

5. Interactivity 

 A WPD representative outlined the WPD consultation on interactivity, acceptance validity and 
reservation of capacity. The WPD representative explained at a high level the key issues and 
approaches they were looking for feedback on. 

 A WPD representative said historically the need for interactive connection offers has been a rare 
event.  Applying for the grid connection is not charged for upfront and this is often done before 
planning consent is granted.  It was noted that moratorium periods delay acceptance of offers 
made to customers first in the queue. 

 A Connections Consultant representative said the problem they have is if they get a POC plan 
and give it to ICP in good faith they have wasted the ICP’s time if the offer becomes interactive 
and the result of the process is a change to the POC.  Should a POC plan be moved back to the 
same time as POC pricing quotation? 

 A WPD representative said they noted the importance of the visibility of the post acceptance 
queue and the acceptance of the date of the offer so that people can gauge the likelihood of 
acceptations date but they couldn’t guarantee as a right. Could people change the connection 
point without changing their position in the queue?  These were grey areas.  Was it a new 
project?  Did it depend on the degree of change?  Smart and constrained offers merging in 
queues caused some issues. 

 A WPD representative outlined the use of Section 22 agreements. 

 A WPD representative asked the representatives their thoughts on for how long people should 
be able to delay connection works when their reasons for asking for a delay are valid. What are 
valid reasons for delay? 

 A Connections Consultant representative said companies should be prepared to pay fair and 
reasonable fees. 

 An IDNO/ICP representative asked if WPD had looked at the gas methodology for charging 
where they paid for reinforcement work.  However, the issues change if the methodology 
changes.  A WPD representative said it had been looked at but their model was very different.  It 
was mostly driven by developers but the risk must not fall on domestic customers.  

 A WPD representative outlined the position regarding payments.  Generally for smaller 
connections upfront payment is required.  This can be staged payments the key is to make sure 
they are cash positive in the account.  It was noted some larger DG developers have asked for 
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payment to be made upfront to prevent those who are ready to proceed from being delayed by 
those who aren’t. 

 It was noted by the group the impact this would have on smaller DG developers and community 
groups if it was introduced. 

 A WPD representative outlined the position regarding reservation of capacity.   

 A WPD representative outlined the position regarding a combined feasibility/offer process.  
Consideration is being give to the combined feasibility/offer process proposed by Scottish Power 
– they propose charging upfront for this service.  This allows a feasibility study to be undertaken 
on a range of potential connection capacities at a location whilst retaining the feasibility 
application date as the application date for and offer for connection.  Whilst this process would 
provide better information to customers, it does not avoid the issues of interactivity when there 
are multiple requests in an area.  If an upfront charge is required, is the application date the date 
of request for the feasibility or the date of payment for it? 

 A Connections Customer representative asked if someone is exporting now and they stop, what 
is the process for releasing that capacity?  A WPD representative said there isn’t a process 
unless they inform us this is the case. 

 A Connections Consultant representative said they had had the same problem with NPG where 
they couldn’t release capacity. 

 A Major Connections representative asked if the rules from the regulator were so generic and 
vague that DNOs have to come up with their own rules.  This was confirmed by a WPD 
representative who said that there was no prescription from the regulator. 

 A WPD representative said that real situations were emerging that had never been envisaged. 

 A Major Connections representative asked if WPD knew what the other DNOs were doing and if 
they had the same issues. It was confirmed that WPD do have regular contact with the other 
DNOs. 

 A WPD representative said that in the South West they had had a high penetration of 
applications in four areas, where 3.3GW had been accepted but not connected and another 
4GW offered but not accepted. 

 A Major Connections representative said there had been emails circulating about load banking.  

 A WPD representative said that you could not blame developers as it was a commercial market 
and they were playing to the rules.  

 A WPD representative closed the session by thanking the CCSG representatives fro attending 
and contributing and undertook to return in June and October to update them. 
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